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Figure 2: How hyperbolic geometry works in
"Holonomy" (Image credit to Joris R�sd�k)

Figure 4: New rendering of the minimap
(for 45 tiles)

Figure 1: Screenshot of "Holonomy" in Non-VR scene with old map

 
Can generate Euclidean tiling by drawing an origin tile, then
reflecting that along its edges
Again, we use the Poincaré disk model
Tiling works similar in the Poincaré disk. Just need to concern
ourselves with constructing an origin tile.
Lines in the Poincaré disk are just circles [1]
Circle inversion: OA*OA' = r^2 [2]
To reflect, invert points in edges of tile
Use the game graph (Figure 3) to not construct duplicate tiles
Tiling translation: construct a hyperbolic middle line between
origin of unit circle and new point. (Figure 5)

3) Method

Table 1: Code metrics for new minimap against old
minimap. MI=Maintainability index, CC= Cyclomatic

complexity, CO=Class coupling, LOSC = Lines of source
code, LOEC=Lines of executable code. Weighed mean is

based on fraction of LOEC

Table 2: Speed comparison of old against new
minimap in milliseconds

Figure 6 New minimap
generation process

Figure 3: Game graph of
"Holonomy" (Image credit to Scott

Jochems)

5) Conclusions & Future work

4) Evaluation
New minimap is a more faithful representation
of hyperbolic space
Code metrics computed for old and new
minimaps. Both minimaps written in C#
Lower cyclomatic complexity and coupling
Slightly higher Maintainability index
In general: new implementation is more
organized. Thus, easier to extend.
New minimap is slightly slower, it does not use a
compute shader. 
Some minimap generation behaviour is not
completely correct

New minimap generation draws game world
more faithfully than the old implementation
New minimap is simpler and easier to extend
with other features
New minimap is slower, leaving significant
possibilities for future work
Further research in navigation: non-continuous
map vs continuous map in user tests

VR game (called "Holonomy") in 3x3m real world
space, floor of the game world is hyperbolic
VR game tries to illustrate Holonomy
Figures 1 and 2 should give more of an idea

Old implementation is too complex and not easy to
extend with new features
Old implementation is also too slow for continuous
rendering of the world
Map uses the Poincaré disk model
Maps for hyperbolic space are difficult since size of tiles
gets distorted

2) Research question
What is a simple and fast algorithm to
render the hyperbolic
plane and is suitable for the VR game
"Holonomy"?

1) Introduction

Mapping hyperbolic space for the
virtual reality game "Holonomy"

Figure 5: Translated  minimap
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